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Problem Statement
¾ Retrieving geometry and semantics simultaneously
(robustness to occlusion and low image quality)
¾ Operating at the scale of geometric atomic regions
(preservation of urban object shapes, scalability and performance)

Overview

Goal

Key ideas

¾ Producing compact 3D city models from stereo pairs of satellites

Input: stereo pair of satellite images

Output: 3D model with buildings and ground as triangular meshes

Satellite context is more challenging than airborne (lower
pixel resolution, lower SNR, wider baseline,…) [1,2,3]
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1 Partition images into connected convex polygons by [4] and estimate their elevation by SGM [5]
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Joint classification

2 Label simultaneously the semantic classes and the elevations of each polygonal partition
label space:  ܮൌ ሼݖଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݖ ǡ } , where ݖଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݖ are n different roof elevations
and corresponds to non-roof polygons

data term: measures the coherence between the elevation estimates of a polygon and its proposed label

Polygon centroid

ƐS adjacency
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smooth term: penalizes ƐS-adjacent polygons with different labels proportionally to their radiometric similarity
coupling term: penalizes Ɛc-adjacent polygons with different labels proportionally to their overlapping ratio

Model fusion
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Re-label elevations into the horizontal plane
3 types of cells when projecting polygons into the horizontal plane:
coherent cells: inherit two identical elevations from left and right partitions (
conflict cells: inherit at least one elevation, and not coherent cells (
)
empty cells: no inherited elevation (
)

)

Back-projected contours of output 3D model

Re-labeling conflict and empty cells by energy minimization with elevationsሼ ǡ ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݖ ሽ
data term: (i) empty cells prefer to be ground ( ), and (ii) conflict cells to be roof with an
elevation value as close as possible to its inherited elevations.
pairwise potential: penalizes adjacent cells with different labels whose common edges do not
back-project well into input images

Experiments
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1.0 min

0.8 min

1.0 min

0.5 min

Joint classification

4.7 min

3.4 min

7.4 min

2.5 min

Fusion

2.8 min

13.7 min

12.7 min

29.2 min

Total time

8.5 min

17.9 min

21.1 min

32.2 min

Output complexity

0.35 M

0.89 M

0.44 M

1.35M
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